SOUND QUALITY
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WAV
AND FLAC FORMATS

Sidebar 1 - Basis of Height Method for Quantifying Subjective
Sound Quality
For those who are unfamiliar with our previous articles in TAS1,
we would like to briefly review some of our earlier results and the
events that led us to the article you are now reading. In the
Computer Audio Sound Quality series, we introduced a subjective
scale that quantified the differences in sound quality resulting
from computer hardware and software variables. This method
used a sonic yardstick based on the percentage difference in
sound quality between CD and high-resolution files. The purpose
of this approach was to enable readers to recreate this method,
thus allowing them to judge for themselves the significance of our
findings in their own systems. We used a set of subjective criteria
commonly used throughout the industry by manufacturers,
retailers, reviewers and experienced audiophiles and which are
summarized in Table 1, TAS, Issue 218. To be valid, these criteria
had to be based on reality standards, namely regular exposure to
live performances of acoustic instruments and voices and also to
the sound of master tapes. In other words, “the sound of reality”.
It is imperative to commit these experiences to long term
memory.
Late in 2014 and early 2015, TAS published our next series of 3
articles. During the course of our work on computer audio, we
noticed an apparent correlation on certain recordings between our
previous subjective sound quality scale and the ability to
reproduce height information. On a lark we measured the height
of specific instruments or voices judged from the listening
position (with the aid of a tape measure suspended from the
ceiling to the center of the midrange between the speakers) as a
function of up- or down-sampling between 44.1 kHz and 192 kHz
using two recordings (the harp in Chabrier’s España and the
soprano chorus in Misa Criolla by Ramirez). When these data
were plotted together with our subjective sound quality scoring
method, the two methods exhibited a striking linear correlation.
Suddenly, we recognized that we had on our hands a much easier,
more objective, time-insensitive way to quantitatively measure
relative sound quality in a totally unexpected way - in inches or
centimeters! This discovery was published in October of 2014
(see TAS, Issue 246). There were two critical requirements for
obtaining accurate and reproducible height estimates: 1) the
ability to focus on a short passage of one specific set of musical
notes, and 2) the ability to maintain a high degree of
concentration throughout a listening session. Perhaps readers can
appreciate the deleterious effects of a poor night’s sleep and the
post-prandial effect of too large a lunch on the ability to maintain
focus during these tests. ’Twasn’t always easy!
We then went on to use this method in two subsequent articles to
study the negative effect of different FLAC compression levels on
sound quality, the positive benefits of electro-magnetic absorption
using strategically-placed ferrous BB’s around electronic
components, the comparative benefits of using different
aftermarket equipment footers, and lastly, a well-controlled
experiment to determine which computer OS and associated
playback software gave superior sound quality, MAC or Windows
(see TAS, Issues 248, 249).

Part One: Sizing Up the Problem
Charles E. Zeilig, Ph.D. and Jay Clawson
Introduction
In this two part article we tackle the highly controversial
question of whether losses in sound quality (SQ) occur
when converting WAV files to FLAC files and back to
WAV again (first discovered by us in 2010 and later
published in Jan. 2012 by The Absolute Sound (TAS),
Issue 219)1. In Part 1 of this article we provide strong
evidence that these losses are real and are of a magnitude
that cannot be ignored. In Part 2 we will describe our
efforts to uncover the sources of the problem and provide
recommendations for the industry and end user on how to
minimize FLAC-induced SQ degradation.
In our original experiments in 2010, we created a sonic
scale based on the percent difference between CD quality
and high-resolution files created from the same master in
an effort to bring some form of quantification to our
subjective perceptions. In the experiments described in this
article we use a new measurement system which is much
simpler and is based on a revolutionary, more objective
height measurement system we discovered in 2014 (see
Sidebar 1). The results we have obtained illustrate the
power of this new method for detecting, quantifying, and
ultimately statistically proving the existence of real,
subjective SQ differences. These differences have always
been easy for audiophiles to hear even though they have
been difficult to prove by conventional double blind testing
(DBT), ABX protocols, or by instrumentation (see Sidebar
2). This has led to an ongoing and often unfair criticism of
audiophiles by the so-called “objectivist”, measurementoriented adherents. So, on another level, we believe this
study may finally provide a path for reconciliation between
these two opposing groups.
When we first discovered the sonic discrepancies between
WAV and FLAC formats we decided to ascertain the full
extent of this SQ loss. We did this by starting with a WAV
file, converting it to FLAC, and then back to WAV
repeatedly through five iterations. Much to our surprise we
found that the derived WAV files exhibited a highly
audible, hyperbolic decline in sound quality, as estimated
on our subjective scale, despite measuring identical by
standard null testing. We repeated these experiments
several times with single blind protocols and with different
listening groups, including non-audiophiles. In all cases
every listener could distinguish and verify the quality loss
we found. Although the results were highly reproducible,
we knew that such a finding would be controversial,

1

Articles cited here on Computer Audio appeared in TAS, Issues
218, 219, 220, and 221. Discovery of the height method for
measuring SQ appeared in TAS, Issue 246 and examples of
applications were published in TAS, Issues 248 and 249.

especially since we could only speculate on a possible
mechanism. We reported these results in February, 2012 in
TAS Issue 220 and were surprised by the vehement
criticisms that emanated from certain measurement- and
DBT-oriented quarters, both in online forums and offline
personal communications. We realized that the
responsibility to probe deeper into this problem had to fall
on us. We therefore decided to revisit this FLAC
degradation question further, now armed with the more
sensitive and objective height measurement method. When
we began this study we had no idea whether we might
succeed or not, nor did we have any expectations of what
the underlying mechanism might turn out to be.
In Part 1 of this 2-part article, we describe our initial
attempts to reproduce our original results and to test for
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Along the way, we unexpectedly uncovered several new
factors affecting WAV and FLAC sound quality relevant
both to the end user and the suppliers of high resolution
downloads. Part 1 ends on a description of an experiment
that we undertook because we had run out of ideas on
where to turn next. We thought it unlikely this experiment
would yield any useful information but, out of exasperation
and for thoroughness sake, we thought we had better “do
the experiment” anyway. This, of course, turned out to be
the breakthrough. In Part 2 of this article we describe where
these results finally led and how we uncovered the
source(s) of cumulative WAV/FLAC degradation with
successive conversions. As a result of these findings, we
can now make recommendations on how to maximize
FLAC SQ and what the download industry needs to change
to help achieve this goal.

Sidebar 2 - Evaluating Differences between DBT/ABX and
Subjective Sonic Methodologies
– What This Means and What to Do About It –
“Double Blind Testing is good. Audiophiles are bad!” For proof,
just go to forums and personal blogs famous for such sentiments.
Well, not quite so fast. Let’s look a little more deeply. DBT plays
a vital role in medical and drug research and can also be useful in
audio for detecting sonic differences that fall within the range of
the measurement system’s and subject’s sensitivities. Such tests
are essential for proving that two conditions are different at a
statistical level of high probability when properly executed. To be
scientifically proven, an individual must guess correctly no less
than 23 times out of 24 trials. If you obtain such a result you can
go home happy. But if you obtain anything less or a completely
random result “proving” no difference, then you could still be left
with the nagging question of whether your experimental design or
your assay method was flawed or not sensitive enough. So finding
no statistical difference, as has happened in so many pseudoscientific audio tests, is not conclusive. If you do find a difference
and you can run a legitimate statistical analysis on the data, then
you have proven your case that there is a difference between two
conditions. But finding a difference is not the same as determining
whether A is better than B. Why? Because preferences are
subjective and vary from one person to the next. When differences
are relatively small and listeners are untrained, one person may
like A better, whereas another legitimately likes B better.
Statistical analysis for preference is meaningless in such
situations. Even when listeners are formally trained in what
characteristics to listen for, having participated in such formal
tests, we can state that there are still perceptible performance
characteristics that remain untested. In recent years much has been
written in the audiophile press pushing back against the
“objectivists” accusations that audiophiles are just willing dupes to
unscrupulous manufacturers, that bits are bits, claimed audible
differences are simply due to positive expectation bias, and so on.
In addition, there are many articles available discussing the
limitations of DBT and ABX testing for audio, including the Bell
Labs scientists who originated the ABX test. A random sampling
of a few references is given below*. Where the pseudo-scientific
objectivists go wrong is when they engage in “triple-blind
testing”. This we define (with tongue in cheek) as limitedsensitivity, double-blind-tests, coupled with negative expectation
bias, an unholy trinity.

Abbreviations Used
Sound Quality, SQ; Double Blind Testing, DBT; Memory
Playback, MEM PB; WAV to FLAC to WAV format
conversions, WFW; J. River Media Center, JRMC;
dBPowerAmp, dBPA; sample rate conversion/converter,
SRC; solid state drive, SSD; digital to analog converter,
DAC.

Methods and Test Systems

However, there are ways to circumvent these problems. In recent
years, methods for examining specific pleasure centers in the brain
have been used to determine a subjective response without the
subject having to express an opinion**. Although cumbersome,
expensive, and occurring in a completely unnatural environment,
such an approach may have statistical merit but it is hardly
practical for trying to decide whether to upgrade a piece of
equipment in one’s home. The height method we have developed
avoids these problems and provides a fairly simple method for
evaluating two different products or conditions. If you would like
to be certain, multiple comparisons can be made in triplicate over
a period of days or weeks and subjected to statistical analysis. To
be fair, the height method must be considered to be a proxy for
subjective sound quality (just as is a PET scan). As we stated in
one of our previous articles, a tape measure cannot express
emotion but it can objectively measure the magnitude and quality
of differences we hear with our ears and brain.
_____________________________________________________
*Munson, W.A. and Gardner, Mark, Standardizing Auditory
Tests, Acoustical Society of America 1950, vol. 22: p. 675;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ABX_test;
http://www.theabsolutesound.com/forums/threads/13/
http://www.pooraudiophile.com/2014/08/blind-audio-testing.html
_____________________________________________________
**Salimpoor, V.N. and Zatorre, R.J., Neural Interactions That
Give Rise To Musical Pleasure, Psychology of Aesthetics,
Creativity, and the Arts, 2013, vol. 7, No.1, p. 62.

possible trivial explanations or methodological artifacts
when performing WAV-to-FLAC-to-WAV conversions.

The two systems, listening rooms, and methods used for
these studies were as described previously (TAS, issue 246,
October 2014). Over the time period of the experiments we
conducted there were some changes. In System 1 (CEZ
system) a second PS Audio Power Plant Premier was
installed dedicated to the DAC. As a result of our previous
results, all Nordost Bronze Sort Kones were upgraded to
the Titanium version to support every piece of hardware
including the computer server. The original Exacte Audio
Conductor cabling was replaced with their Mark II version.
The PS Audio PWD DAC was upgraded to the Mark II
version and then upgraded again to their latest replacement,
the DirectStream (DS)-DAC. Occasionally, these upgrades
required us to handicap the sound quality of the system
when limits in height measurements were exceeded, usually
by switching back to Bronze Sort Kones or other measures,
as described in the individual experiments. The
computer/server in System 1 was a general use Desktop
computer and had many more background processes
running compared to the dedicated server used in System 2
(Clawson). The System 1 server was connected to the DAC
via a galvanically-isolated S/PDIF connection. System 2
was upgraded by changing the Paradigm speakers to the
same B&W 802D2 Diamond’s used in System 1 and by
upgrading the older PS Audio DAC to the new DS-DAC.
System 2 server was connected to the DAC via USB
connection. Software and OS versions were upgraded as
they became available. In the case of our primary playback
software, J. River Media Center, we maintained all versions
for use as dictated by each experiment. In particular, we
used the same version as we had used in our original 20112012 Computer Audio articles in order to replicate the
conditions of earlier results as closely as possible. One final
system element must be highlighted. Both System 1 and 2
included a BSG Technologies QØL Signal Completion
Stage in the signal path. In the context of the height
measurement method, this device can be thought of as a
sonic magnifying glass which increases the size of the
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performing space in width, depth, and height while still
maintaining precise focus of individual performers and
musical instruments. We have repeated some of our
experiments with the QØL Stage bypassed and the effect is
to reduce the magnitude of the height measurement without
changing the relative results and conclusions. If the reader
opts to replicate our experiments without the considerable
training and experience we have gained over a long period
of time, he might find that his estimates of height are less
than ours. Nonetheless, it should be quite easy to hear the
differences in SQ that we have quantified with the height
method. Lastly, in reporting the various heights observed in
the result sections of Part 1 and Part 2 of this series, the
listening room height of System 1 is 44 inches above the
center of the speaker midrange. Results that exceed this
height represent the distance projected forward along the
ceiling toward the listener added to the midrange to ceiling
distance. Experimental evidence for the validity of this way
of measuring total height was given previously in TAS,
Issue 246. Based on our original results, we estimate that a
1 inch change in height is equivalent to 2.4 points on our
original subjective SQ scale.
In order for the reader to better understand the presentation
of data in the various figures, we hope the following
description will be helpful. The basic protocol used for all
of the experiments conducted in this article is as follows.
The original musical selection used in all of these
experiments was obtained from an Acousence DVD-R,
ACO-DF 41610. The first track of Chabrier’s España, a
192 kHz/24-bit FLAC file, was copied from the DVD-R to
the computer hard drive. This file was then converted to
WAV format using dBPA v.14.1, then converted back to
FLAC. This was repeated 5 times sequentially to obtain
what we have designated as FLAC 0, WAV 0, FLAC 1,
WAV 1 through to FLAC 5 and WAV 5. In each figure we
show the height estimate on the vertical axis plotted against
the conversion number 0 through 5. The actual order in
which each file was created is indicated in Figure 1 by
dashed lines with arrows from one format conversion to the
next but are omitted for clarity in subsequent figures.
Throughout these experiments only one brief 6 second
section of Chabrier’s España (occurring from 39 to 45
seconds from the beginning of the first track) was used to
measure the height of specific notes produced by a solo
harp. Intense concentration is required to obtain
reproducible estimates. If one counts up the number of data
points reported in parts one and two of this article, it should
come as no surprise that we are well and truly sick of this
piece of music; however, it is only possible to achieve
consistent height measurements by developing an intense
familiarity with such music. Still, most of the measurement
variations you see in our results come from the mind
wandering a bit during these listening sessions. Fortunately,
most differences found were large enough to clearly pass
statistical tests of significance.

Results
As 5 years had passed since we originally discovered the
cumulative degradation of SQ with repeated WFW
conversions, we went back to our original test conditions as
far as was practical to see if these results could be

replicated.2 We used the original files we had created in
2010 using dBPA v.14 and the original version of JRMC
v.15 for playback. In the earlier articles on Computer
Audio SQ we measured only the WAV SQ. In the results
illustrated in Figure 1 (and the experiments that follow) we
have measured the height scores of both the WAV and the
FLAC files. In this experiment and those that follow, SQ
was routinely checked in order to confirm that SQ
differences paralleled height differences as judged by our
subjective scale. The declining hyperbolic pattern of
cumulative WAV height reproduction exactly matches the
pattern in SQ we reported previously. We also see that the
FLAC files show a cumulative decline with each
conversion step but of a much lesser magnitude. In light of
later experiments and system improvements, the
shallowness of the FLAC curve may be underestimated as a
result of a vertical compression effect as height estimates
approach the center (or below) of the midrange driver.
In the experiment shown in Figure 1, we compared the
effect of turning on or off the MEM PB feature within
JRMC v. 15. As we observed in 2010 with this version of
JRMC, we judged there was little or no significant benefit
in using this feature. We also tested the effect of upsampling using the program’s SRC capabilities. We found
then and now that with this version of JRMC, SRC actually
degraded playback SQ (data not shown). Thus, in our
previous experiments using JRMC v.15, we opted to turn
off both MEM PB and SRC.
Having completed this experiment we then switched back
to the then current version of JRMC v.19 to perform a
number of control experiments necessary for examining the
validity of the JRMC v.15 results and to eliminate possible
trivial causes. These included creating files on Computer 2
with dBPA v.14 for playback on Computer 1, using
Audacity to generate the WFW sequence of files, using
different PB software, and creating new files using dBPA
v.15. Although there were some quantitative differences,
which were expected based on our previous findings,
identical negative hyperbolic patterns were observed in
each case.
We also compared the results using multi-use Computer 1
to those using dedicated server Computer 2. Here too,
although we found the dedicated computer scored about 1315% greater in height scores (when inserted into System
1)along with a small but detectable improvement in SQ
compared to the multi-use computer, the pattern of the
results obtained closely paralleled those shown in Figure 1.
These observations are consistent with the SQ benefits of
minimizing computer background processes observed by
many others and has been the raison d’être for programs
such as JPlay. However, this is the first time anyone has
been able to put a number on the benefit.
We now come to one of the more startling and important
results in this investigation. We were aware that one of the
performance changes that had been introduced sometime
2

Upgrades that we had made consisted of the computer OS
(from Windows v.Vista or v.7 to v.8.1), our conversion
software (dBPA v.14.1 to v.15.1), playback software
(JRMC v.15 to v.19 and v.20), DAC, equipment footers,
and wiring.
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counteract FLAC conversion degradation or perhaps
entirely different factors are involved.

Figure 1: Effect of MEM PB setting in JRMC, v.15 on height

reproduction of sequential WFW file conversions. Conditions
for this experiment were: System 1 computer using Windows v.8.1
was used for PB; PB software was JRMC v.15; test FLAC and
WAV files created originally in 2010 using dBPA v.14 and
Windows Vista on Computer 1. In this and all subsequent
experiments, results were plotted 4 to 24 hrs. after the height
measurements were made so as not to inadvertently influence
height estimates. Repetitive height measurements were made either
in order or in reverse order sequentially or on separate days so as
to be independent of one another.

after v.15 was to increase the size of memory allocation for
PB by JRMC. We undertook to examine the effect of this
change on our now standard sequential WFW conversion
protocol, as shown in Figure 2.
The first thing to note in this experiment is the very
substantial improvement in the height measurements for the
initial FLAC and WAV files (Conversion 0), something on
the order of 23” for FLAC and 15” for WAV. All of these
height differences were distinctly audible and significant in
our systems. When one compares the maximum WAV and
FLAC differential height improvements between JRMC
v.15 (see Figure 1) and v.19, they turn out to be
approximately equal, 15” and 23”. However, the most
significant finding from this experiment is that with MEM
PB, using JRMC v.19 (or v.20), the hyperbolic decline in
WAV height measurements as a function of number of
conversions is eliminated completely. While the overall
height reproduction of the FLAC series has been improved
significantly, the rate of vertical height decline is not
lessened and in fact appears to be greater than what we
measure without MEM PB. We believe this is most likely
an artifact of the measurement assay reaching a lower limit
of accurate height reproduction, thus producing a
compression effect on the actual height of the harp. We
conclude from these results that in the case of WAV files,
with adequate computer memory capacity dedicated to and
controlled by the PB software, sound quality and height
reproduction can be improved and sequential conversion
effects can be eliminated. That this is not the case with
FLAC files suggests that either more memory is required to

Figure 2: Effect of MEM PB setting in JRMC, v.19 on height
reproduction of sequential WFW file conversions. Conditions
for this experiment were: System 1 computer and audio system
using Windows v.8.1, JRMC v.19 PB software w/o and w/MEM
PB and w/o SRC; test FLAC and WAV files created originally in
2010 using dBPA v.14.

We attempted to resolve this question in two different
ways. In the first approach, suggested by a physicist friend,
we repeated the experiment shown in Figure 2 but this time
rebooted the computer prior to each height measurement. If
one had to rely solely on memory of SQ between reboots, it
would not be possible to get reliable results given the long
delay between each judgment. However, this is not an issue
if one uses our time-independent height method. The
results of this rebooting experiment are shown in Figure 3.
Fundamentally, engaging the MEM PB feature in v.19 of
JRMC reproduced the same pattern of results shown in
Figure 2 in that rebooting resulted in a reversal of the
cumulative WAV degradation completely. However, the
effect of rebooting itself on the absolute height scores of
both WAV and FLAC values resulted in an overall 8-9 inch
increase in height. The magnitude of this affect is readily
audible and well worth achieving in any system of
comparable quality to ours, especially since it is free. It
would be worth it were it not for the total inconvenience
and impracticality of constantly rebooting one’s server. But
this result is important because it shows there is additional
SQ potential possible for both WAV and FLAC files. From
a mechanism point of view these results are interesting
because they illustrate that only fractional increases in
computer memory, in the absence of any change in the
buffer memory size provided by JRMC, have a marked
effect on PB quality. This is not a result that would be
predicted by conventional thinking; that is, such a small
incremental load on computer resources would not be
expected to have any effect on SQ. Finally, despite these
improvements, the SQ and height reproduction of FLAC
files still remain significantly compromised.
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prior to reaching the end user. Finally, depending on what
PB software you happen to be using and the size of the PB
memory buffer (if any) it possesses, it is likely that very
major sonic losses may accrue. There are even worse
practices lurking in the FLAC world which we will address
in Part 2.
To sum up what we have found so far: 1) there is
something in FLAC files that degrades SQ; 2) it is
cumulative and increases with increasing file conversion
steps; 3) this degrading effect is carried over to files
converted to WAV which is readily audible in the absence
of appropriate pre-buffering; and 4) this WAV degradation
can be partially reversed by PB buffer size and by making
available more computer memory by rebooting.

Figure 3: Effect of computer reboots on height reproduction

of sequential WFW file conversions. Conditions for this
experiment were: System 1 computer and audio system using
Windows v.8.1, JRMC v.19 PB software, w/MEM PB and w/o
SRC; test FLAC and WAV files created originally in 2010 using
dBPA v.14.

There is yet a more insidious factor here that the audiophile
should consider. Notice that in all of these experiments
with increasing numbers of FLAC conversions, the sonic
deficit gets increasingly greater. This indicates that some
detrimental change is being stored somewhere in the file
itself. Now, consider what the history of this file might be.
Assuming that the original recording was made in WAV or
DSD formats (DSF or DFF), the recording engineer may
convert the master file to FLAC before passing it on to the
Mastering House. The mastering engineer then re-converts
the file back to WAV since most digital editing programs
use the WAV format (some mastering engineers may even
convert the digital file to analog tape, especially DSD files,
which we have directly observed at some studios). For
convenience, the Mastering House may then convert the
file back to FLAC before sending it on to the Aggregator
(who prepares the correct metadata information and
appropriate liner notes, etc.) who then sends it to the
Distributor, etc. So, we as consumers have no idea how
many conversions a file has gone through before
downloading. If one downloads in FLAC format (or other
compression formats) you potentially end up with the
sonically-compromised FLAC files shown in Figure 3.
Now, if you are given the option to download a WAV file
from HDTracks, for example, and you use their download
manager (written by J. River), the file is actually
downloaded in FLAC format and converted by the
download manager to WAV just before it is stored on your
hard drive. Somewhere in this process metadata has to be
attached to the WAV file, likely copied directly from the
FLAC file before conversion. This music file history has
the potential for a significant number of inter-conversions

In the next experiment (see Figure 4) we found yet another
possible source of computer-generated sound degradation.
We created a dedicated RAM Drive partition on the solid
state C-drive of Computer 1. The advantages of this
approach are several-fold. They are: 1) file fragmentation
can be eliminated; 2) retrieval of information from a
relatively large dedicated RAM memory (4 GB in System
1) set aside for music PB shares no function with other
processes simultaneously accessing the same drive on the
computer; and 3) we and others have found that playback
from a solid state drive sounds better than from a spinning
hard drive, perhaps for reasons stated above and/or because
there is less computer-generated power supply noise.

Figure 4: Effect of dedicated RAM drive on height

reproduction of sequential WFW file conversions. Conditions
for this experiment were: System 1 computer and audio system
using Windows v.8.1, JRMC v.19 PB software, w/o SRC; test
FLAC and WAV files created originally in 2010 using dBPA v.14.
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Using the standard protocol of WFW sequential
conversions without and with MEM PB, we obtained a
similar pattern as shown in Figures 2 and 3. However, we
have now achieved a sonic improvement over standard
FLAC PB sound quality of approximately 27 inches (using
JRMC v.19 with MEM PB activated; calculated from
height differences between FLAC and WAV files at
conversion position 0). This extrapolates to approximately
65 SQ points on our original subjective sonic scale.
Even if our estimate of conversion factor of 2.4 is a bit
high, here is another way to understand the significance of
various height measurements (such as the 27 inches
mentioned above) in terms of subjective SQ differences as
we described in the December 2011 issue of TAS. We
created a subjective SQ scale consisting of the sound of a
ripped CD upsampled to 24-bits at one end and the sound
of a 192 kHz/24-bit file copied from a DVD-R at the high
end of the scale. We created a series of intermediate
standards spaced at intervals close enough as to make
accurate subjective judgments of SQ differences. This scale
spanned 90 SQ points. Within this series we defined 4
different levels of sound quality:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Small - defined as 5-15 SQ points requiring 5-6
A/B comparisons to catalog all the common sonic
characteristics exhibited between two system
variables.
Medium - defined as 20-30 SQ points and
requiring 3-4 A/B comparisons for reliable
categorization of subjective sonic attributes.
Large - defined as 30-40 SQ points requiring
only 1-2 A/B comparisons.
Very Large – defined as anything greater than 40
SQ points with no A/B comparisons required
since differences this large could be judged from
long term familiarity with and memory of the
original system sound. Such comparisons could
be made from one day to many days after a
performance change had been effected. This
difference is the kind that elicits the reaction that
one is hearing new details and nuances never
heard before on a very familiar recording and
gives a serious jolt of cranial endorphins.

The fact that it is possible to achieve a 65 SQ point
improvement from a standard 192 kHz/24-bit, very wellrecorded, high resolution FLAC download (such as the
Acousence España recording) simply by converting the file
to WAV format cannot be ignored. We doubt few audio
and music enthusiasts would willingly give up this degree
of SQ or accept this as standard practice if it could be
avoided.
At this point we had discovered some playback processes
and JRMC settings that allowed us to completely reverse
the sequential conversion degradation of WAV files. But
we still did not know the mechanism or what was
responsible for the cumulative degrading effects of
sequential conversions on both WAV and FLAC files. For
some time we had been mulling the conflict between bitperfect equivalence between successive WAV conversions
and proof that this was so from height measurements made
when files were played back with MEM PB in JRMC.
What else could it be? We had considered more than once
that if the problem did not emanate from the music file,

then the file header containing the metadata could be the
only other source of the problem.
We consulted with many IT people, with academic experts,
and with other computer gurus. All agreed that there was
no way the miniscule amount of information contained in
the metadata could have any effect on sound quality.
Clearly, how could the small size of the header, (~50,000
bytes) compared to a single high resolution track
(~500,000,000 bytes), which amounts to 0.1% of the music
track, have any effect on sound quality? What burden this
presents to the computer “would not even be remotely
noticeable” was the usual refrain. On the other hand, many
manufacturers of high performance audio servers and audio
programmers disagree with this point of view and are
convinced that small variations in computer-generated
noise is significantly disruptive of DAC SQ.
So, since we had run out of ideas about what to do next, we
said “What the heck? Let’s just do the damn experiment
anyway and see what happens when we remove the
metadata.” The results we obtained are shown in Figure 5.
The procedure we followed for removing the metadata is
described in the legend. The results are presented in bar
graph form. Only the first and last WAV and FLAC file
conversions with and without metadata are shown. The
solid bars in this graph show that all 4 WAV file variants
are of equal magnitude and quite similar to the values
obtained in the previous experiment, as expected. The 0
and 5 FLAC files with metadata also gave values quite
similar to what we observed in Figure 4. But “lo and
behold” we observed a major and equal height increase of
both 0 and 5 FLAC files that lacked metadata. This was
quite a Eureka moment! Regardless of what the computer
experts believed, their assumptions proved erroneous.
Something in the metadata seemed to be the source of the
cumulative decline in FLAC file conversions with or
without MEM PB and whatever this might be it is also
transferred to the derived WAV files (made apparent when
played back without the MEM PB feature of JRMC).
Even with this improvement, the reversal of the FLAC file
measurements with metadata deletion was not complete
and only reached 87% of the WAV values. This difference
was statistically significant with a P value > 99%. This
indicates the involvement of at least one other independent
second factor controlling FLAC SQ that is unrelated to the
metadata effect. This second factor will be discussed
further in Part 2 of this series.
Discussion
Aside from being able to reproduce our original findings
first observed and reported over 4 years ago under a variety
of conditions, these results lead to an important conclusion.
What can be subjectively heard quite easily, and what now
can be measured, appears to result from an absurdly small
change in the load placed on a computer/server. These
results provide significant support for the audiophile
position that there are subjectively perceivable factors that
are audible, yet escape detection by supposedly objective
scientific methods of instrument and double-blind
procedures.
The failure of audio double-blind and ABX test procedures
to coincide with widespread subjective agreement on
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audible equipment differences needs to be explained and
eventually reconciled. If the SQ differences under test are

there is a threshold below which significant differences in
SQ cannot be reliably detected via DBT for several reasons.
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Figure 5: Effect of Metadata removal on height reproduction

of sequential WFW file conversions. Conditions for this
experiment were: System 1 computer and audio system using
Windows v.8.1, JRMC v.19 PB software, w/o SRC; test FLAC and
WAV files created originally in 2010 using dBPA v.14. All files
were loaded into RAM Drive before height measurements were
taken as was done for the experiment of Figure 4. Metadata was
removed by right-clicking on the music file in question and
choosing the Properties option. This opens a window with several
tabs. The first tab is marked “General” and displays the file name
which was deleted. Clicking the third tab marked “ID-Tag” brings
up several lines of track information and the tag art usually
showing the album cover. All of these were deleted. Under the
fifth and last tab marked “Details”, there is an option labelled
“Remove Properties and Personal Information”. Left-clicking this
tab brings up another window with two options. The “Remove the
following properties from this file” was selected and the OK button
at the bottom of this page was selected with a left-click on the
mouse. This removed all the metadata to which the user has access.

large enough, we are convinced that DBT procedures have
been proven to possess the required sensitivity to obtain
statistically significant results. However, we also believe

First among them is the experience and
knowledge of the listeners in choosing the most
relevant criteria upon which to base accurate
judgements.
Second, the size of the listener’s pinnae (the outer
part of the ear, also referred to as the auricle) and
the angle they protrude from the head are highly
variable. This materially affects hearing acuity
and causes different listeners to report different
test results. We know of no double-blind tests
that take this variable into account.
Third, there is the difficulty of trying to
concentrate without distraction and remembering
several sonic differences simultaneously without
getting confused as the number of A/B
comparisons increase. This memory problem is
quite insidious because the more trials one
performs in order to achieve statistical
significance, the more the results tend toward
randomness.
A fourth factor emerges from the work of
Oohashi et al.3 who found that it takes 20 seconds
or more for a full brain response to occur (as
measured by PET scan) in response to a change
in high frequency content. So if the switching
frequency is more rapid than that, the listener
may exhibit reduced sensitivity to subtle SQ
differences.
A fifth factor is the effect of the subtle pressure a
listener feels under test conditions, which is both
a distraction affecting concentration, and forces
the listener into a more analytical frame of mind.
Both can result in reduced hearing acuity.
Improperly conducted listening tests are typically
flawed in that they are purposely set up to
achieve a null result, either for ego or profit.
Finally, in our experience, different people
actually listen in different ways, some being
more intellectual than emotional. By definition,
people who go to the trouble of running such
tests and those volunteering as listeners may be
attracted to the more analytical approach. For
whatever reason, you never hear during the
course of these tests that a certain number of
subjects began to involuntarily sing along or
move their bodies because they get so
emotionally involved in the music. Most
audiophiles have experienced this kind of
response to some major improvement in their
audio systems. But how does double blind testing
measure this very real effect?

The height measurement technique we have developed
provides an independent avenue by which real SQ
differences can be reliably measured.
Our results also provide an explanation for why “null”
testing fails to detect what we hear and can now measure.
We and others have run so-called “null” tests on our
3
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Oohashi et al., 2000 J Neurophysiol, 83, page 3548.

degraded WAV files. This is a process where a musical
passage is inverted, then mixed together with the original
WAV file that has not been subjected to any prior
manipulations. If the files are bit-for-bit identical then,
when played back through an audio system, no sound
should be audible. When such a file is visualized on an
oscilloscope, one should see only a straight line. In actual
practice, the null level is usually not zero and one can only
say the null is so many decibels down from the maximum
musical volume, presumably, below some threshold of
audibility. On the oscilloscope it is not uncommon to see
some residual signal that may be noise or in fact a small
difference between the two files that are not bit identical.
Thus, with the source of the degradation being very small
and in an area of the total file which contains no audible
information (i.e., the metadata), a null test would be
expected to yield a “no difference found” result. Any
difference in bits within the header or metafile portion of
the total file would likely either be buried in the noise floor
of the instrument measurements or ignored as being so far
below the musical signal as to be irrelevant.
Given the results we have obtained so far, it is pertinent to
ask just how sensitive the computer/DAC system is to
small amounts of noise and how audible are its effects on
jitter or DAC circuitry. When one considers that jitter level
differences on the order of 10-13 secs (50 femto-second
differences are claimed by several DAC manufacturers to
be clearly audible), then it might not take much noise, bit
inequality, or timing errors to be perceptible. Let us say for
argument that the noise level might be 0.0000001% of the
maximum musical signal. This level of noise or distortion
is still 6 orders of magnitude greater than audible levels of
jitter. These scales are in different units of measure but the
magnitude of differences is such that it would be unwise to
conclude that such small differences in load on computer
resources are inaudible. So, it is our opinion that using null
tests to argue against SQ differences perceived by careful
and experienced audiophiles and audio manufacturers may
not always be valid.
In the next installment of this investigation, we describe the
experimental results which have allowed us to pinpoint the
specific sources of file conversion SQ degradation and
what can be done to ameliorate this problem.
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